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Travel

Private Party
clos19.com • astonmartinartofliving.com  
—

With Clos19, Moët Hennessy is proving what all well-
heeled travelers (and Experience readers) already 
know: that oftentimes, true luxury doesn’t fit in a gift 
box. Instead, Clos offers exclusive services tied to the 
art of hosting, with the champagnes, wines and spirits 
of the LVMH portfolio (think private whisky tasting  
in the Scottish Highlands, wine pairing in France’s  
best private cellars, even a gourmet-tailored trip to 
Antarctica). In the same vein, Aston Martin’s Art  
of Living organizes one-of-a-kind experiences for 
adventurous automobile owners, including private 
factory tours, driving classes in New Zealand and  
road trips across the wilds of Norway. –RM

Timepieces

Wild Wild West 
geoffreyrothwatchengineering.com

—

Self-taught watchmaker Geoffrey Roth is also a 
jeweler, pilot and engineer, but what makes his 
young brand really stand out is its home base: 

Arizona, USA. The collection is handcrafted in 
Sedona and Scottsdale using Swiss-made 

movements, blending Southwestern style with a 
distinctly Old World attention to detail – think 

individually engraved Argentine silver dials and 
Louisiana alligator straps. –BS

Style 

Thoroughly Modern Millinery 
gladystamez.com • awongolding.com • piersatkinson.com
—

Three contemporary designers at the top (hat) of their game. –ET 

01
AWON GOLDING
After growing up in India 

and Hong Kong, Golding 

apprenticed with Edwina 

Ibbotson and made hats for 

London’s High Street labels 

before founding her own 

highly sculptural, Ascot-

approved line.

03
PIERS ATKINSON
Artist and event organizer 

Atkinson launched his line 

with inspiration from British 

club kids, and his wearable 

works of art can regularly be 

spotted atop Rihanna and Kate 

Moss as well as on the pages of 

Vogue and V magazine. 

02
GLADYS TAMEZ 
L.A.-based Tamez makes hats 

worthy of her flashy fan base 

– spot her wares atop Lady 

Gaga on the Joanne album 

cover – and presents seasonal 

collections in Paris. Look for 

materials like  rabbit in winter 

and Panama straw in summer. 

Style

Making a Cameo 
amedeo.shop

—

Sixth-generation jeweler and carver Amedeo 
Scognamiglio is bringing traditional cameos 

into the 21st century. His techniques and 
materials are the same as those of his ancestors in  

Torre del Greco, Italy, but his motifs are bold, 
ranging from skulls to robots to bespoke portraits 

that stray far from stodgy royal silhouettes and 
Greco-Roman mythology. Some of the most 

popular commissions? Man’s best friend. –RM

Style

Trunk Show
vilebrequin.com

—

Vilebrequin’s iconic patterned swimming trunks take an even more 
playful turn this season as the Saint-Tropez label partners with  
St. Regis Hotels & Resorts to produce suits covered in typically 
whimsical red fish. The limited-edition collection is inspired by  

the hotel’s Red Snapper cocktail (invented in 1930s New York after 
“Bloody Mary” was considered too risqué) and is available 

exclusively at St. Regis properties. –KS

Travel

Tailored Space
hoteljerome.aubergeresorts.com
—

When designer Todd-Avery Lenahan was 
tasked with reimagining Aspen’s historic Hotel 
Jerome, he looked to classic menswear for 
material – literally. Find its influence in the 
guestrooms’ pinstriped wallpaper, flannel easy 
chairs and cashmere curtains. Less subtle is the 
north-wing elevator, cheekily lined with square 
panels made of vintage leather belts. The overall 
effect is of a modern gentleman’s den. Wherever 
you look, there’s something to suit. –NM
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